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data recorded at the earth’s surfxx have been made (Shahriar
et al.. 19X7) in an effort to obtain elastic paramelers of a suhsurfxe gwlogic;d model in terms of the (compossional)
Pwave velocities (cc), (shear) S-wave velocities (p) xnd wwnc nuss densities (p).
In this paper we deal with the ;~mplitude inversion 01.
unconverted primary P-waves of mul~ioffsct VSP data. The
Singular Value Decomposition
ISVD) tcchniqur (Aki and
Richards. IYXO: Lines and Trcitel. IYX4) is used in the inversion algorithm. while the p;lrameteri~ation
of the forward
problem is hased on Asymptotic Ray Theory (ART) (Hron.
1968: &rvenq and Ravindra, 1971: Hron and K;mascwich.
197 I ), The ratios of the vertical displxemcnts
of upgoing
waves (retlccted waves) to downgoing vavc~s ~transmitted
wwes) are used as the ohscrwtion data in the inversion algorilhm We employ displacement ratios. wthcr than individual
displaccmcnts.
to avoid a rather trouhlcsomc initial emplitude pn,blcm.
The initial amplitude ilt the source is difficult to eslimnte.
This difficulty
may hc avoided if the ratio of the displxcnxnts of two diffcrcnt rays. propagating from the source fo
the receiver along very similar raypaths, is used its input into
the inversion algorithm rather than the particle displacement
of a single ray. Two such rays, wliatcd from the S~UTCLI.S.
with almost identical amplitudes are shown in Figure I. They
both reach the geophone, (;. in the borchole as primary
downgoing and upgoing unconvcrtcd P-waves. Such waves
can he identified in the VSP seismograms and their signnturcs will also he utilised in the dctcrminntion of the shea
wave velocities and volume mass dcnsitics of the individual
layers, in addition to the comprcssional wwc velocities and
layer thicknesses. which are traditionally recovewi from this
type of data.
The use of displacement rntios of the prinvary downgoing
and upgoing waves in the inversion process has sonic practical advantages. The adverse et.fects of unpredictahlc
f’actow such as random inhomogcneities
in the medium. Iowl
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INTROINICI.ION
Generelized linear inverse theory has been used extensively in various areas of geophysics where inversion problems occur. In seismology
Aki and Lee (lY7h), Crosson
(1976). Neumann (IYXI), Benz and Smith (1984). Hirahara
and lshikawa (19x4). lvansson (1985) and Chiu et id. (19X6)
employed this method to invert traveltime data recorded on
the surface of the earth. It has also been applied to the inversion of vertical
seismic profiles (VSP) traveltime
data
(McMechan. IYX1: Lines et al., 19X4: Stewart. 19x4: Pujol er
al., 1985). Additionally,
several attempts to invert amplitude
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s. CHENG. F. HRON and P.F. DA,.EY
variations
in the curvature of geological
interfaces
and
imperfect coupling between the ground and the geophone.
are considerably
suppressed. This becomes obvious if we
reidize that the two rays. which are recognised at the receiver
as being the primary downgoing and upgoing waves, travel
in close proximity
through the same part of the medium
between the source and the geophone. As a consequence,
both are similarly influenced by the geological and structural
unconformities encountered along their raypaths.
General techniques for the separation of upgoing and downgoing waves we nor discussed here, as they arc described at
length in the literature pertaining to this subject (Let and
Balch, lY83; Seeman and Horowitz,
1983). For the same
reason, the major features of VSP techniques are not dealt
with here, its references on this topic may be found in numerous papers and monographs.
for example, the book by
Qdperin (19741. Instead, we will concentrate on the main
advantages of the presented inversion approach by exploring
its theoretical foundations and practical imitations and by
presenting numerical examples.

i

BOREHOLE

X

OK-Id
~~ORWARDMODEI. COMFWTATION
Computation of the seismic response of an interim geological model at some given stage of the iterative inversion
process (the so-called forward-problem
solution) plays an
important role in any inversion technique based on an iterative approach.
Understandably.
the forward-modelling
method should be fast yet sufficiently accurate to make the
Inversion as efficient as possible in terms of the CPU time
employed for the inversion. Preferably. it should be based on
a theory that can be applied to ii wide variety of geological
models and requires minimal adjustments for any special
features which may be encountered. For this reason WC have
selected Asymptotic Ray Theory (AKT) as the basis for the
ray amplitude computation in our computer program. This
method has been successfully employed in the pat in the
computation of ray based synthetic seismograms for complex
geological structures, which in general consist of inhomogeneous layers separated by curved interfaces (Hron, 1973; May
and Hron, IY7X) and featuring varying degrees ofanelasticity
(Krcbes and Hron, 1980) or anisotropy (Daley and Hnm.
lY7Y). The most recent modifications to ART, which include
a more accurate treatment in the vicinity of critical points
(Marks and Hmn. 197’)) and caustics (Choi and Hron, 1981)
have been used in the computation of the synthetic traces.
For the rcquiremcnts oi this paper we will present only
formulae for the zero-order approximation
of ART, in which
the amplitude of each ray is represented by the first term in
an infinite
asymptotic
series (Hron, 1968: &rvenv
and
Ravindra,
1Y71: Hron and Kanasewich,
lY71). In this
approximation
the longitudinal
component
of particle
motion, that is, the component along the direction of the ray,
for any unconverted P-wave propagating from the source, 5’.
to the geophone, (;. along a raypath passing through J points
of the incidence (0). 02,
, O,,) in a horizontally layered
medium (Figure 2) is given as a function of time by

CSECi J”““W

1Z
Fig. 1. Geometry af raypaths of the primary downgoing (subscript
W and upgoing (subscript “u”) rays from the surface sowce. S, 10
the geophone. G. which is buried on the vertical profile in the Kth
layer of the horizontally layered medium.

I,(,(,)= Ay

[LT]’ [fi [$]I

R, t[r-~(;]].
(I)

Here the following notation has been used:
- the time dependence of the SOI 3e pulse;
.A0
the arrival time of the disturbance (pulse)
Tli
at the geophone, G:
the initial ray amplitude
expressed as a
A,(%)
function of the take-off angle. t&,, of the
ray at the source;
L
the geometrical spreading (spherical divergence) along the ray tube;
the reflection or transmission coefficient at
R,
the ;th point of incidence, O,, 0 = I, 2.
, J);
z+
- the wave impedance, which is equal to the
product of the wave speed and the volume
mass density of the wave incident at 0,:
“7
the wave impedance at the same point, Op
but related to the reflected or transmitted
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zoandzc

-

the impedances ar the source and the geophone, respectively.

The absolute value of the geometrical spreading, L. in any
horizontally
layered medium,
with no lateral inhomogeneities, is equal to (Hron, 1968; ?erven~ and Ravindra,
1971: Hron and Kanasewich, 1971):

where the individual symbols have the following meanings
(see Figure 2):
- the horizontal distance from the source to
XG
the geophone;
t3;and t.3; - the angle of incidence and the angle of
reflection or transmission at the jth point
of incidence, 0,. respectively;
B,and 8, - the acute angles between the ray and the
vertical axis at the source, S, and the geophone, G, respectively.
S

xc

x

It should be noted that the above expressions for the displacement
[equation (I)] and the geometrical
spreading
[equation (Z)] are valid for any horizontally layered medium
with an arbitrary velocity-depth
structure. This is also true
for the plane wave retlection and transmission coefficients,
whose values depend on the velocity and density contrasts
across an interface, and the angle of incidence.
In special circumstances,
such as in the case of plane,
homogenous horizontal layers considered in this paper, the
formulae for the particle displacement and the geometrical
spreading may be simplified considerably if one realizes that
the assumption
of homogeneity
implies that the wave
impedances at the top and bottom of the same layer are identical, or in our notation (Figure 2):
- -+
i-,--ii+,>

(j=

I. 2..

I)

(3

and
I(,=;,,

= z-,

:(;

Assumed homogeneity
within a layer also means that the
individual
ray segments are straight, thereby making the
same angle with the vertical at both ends of a given ray segment, so that

80

(j = I, 2,.
tii

., .I-

., J-

I)

(4)

HI

01
Bi

8” =q
Oi

H2

e.
02

ec = 0;.

In this way, the displacement relation, equation (I). may
be rewritten with the help of equation (3) as

8i
65
I
1
I

I’

\

w

II
II

\
\

\
\

\

\

%;

(I) = A”(LBo)

fi

R; .f(S).

(3

j= \

where 5 = I T<; is the phase of the wavelet. The geometrical
spreading, L, originally
given by equation (2) nny also be
expressed in accordance with equation (4) as

II
II
II
II

\

Ci

HJ

OJ

(‘5)

8.i
Bt

G

,
z
Fig. 2. Introduction of the symbols needed for the ray amplitude
expressions given by equations (I), (2). (7) and (8) in the text. Note
that the thickness of the jth layer (j= 1. 2,
J) is given by h,= H,Hi,, where Hi is the depth from the surface to the bottom of the jth
layer.
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The standard explicit formulae for the reflection and transmission coefficients,
Ri, may be found in &rvenq
and
Ravindra(lY71).
It follows from equation (5) that the particle motion of the
wwe depends on two distinct parameters of the source,
namely:
(a) its radiation pattern characterized by A, (6&, representing the initial amplitude of the ray leaving the source
with an angle of I&, and
(b) f(r), which describes the shape of the source wavelet for
all rays in the time domain.

s. CHENG. F. HRON alid P.F. DAI.EY

It should be noted that whereas f(r) remains the same for
all of the rays radiated from the source, A,(O,) is usually
some smoothly varying function of ?I0 for realistic sources,
creating a special pattern which becomes a unique characteristic of the source that is very difficult to reconstruct from
real data. It is for these reasons that there is a moti\‘ation to
eliminate both A&O,) and ,f(t) from any inversion process
involving real data.
Intuitively,
we feel that the above objective
may be
accomplished by using a ratio of particle displacements of
two neighboring rays, as it is well-known that the radiation
characteristic,
A,(O,), for a highly concentrated explosive
source is usually a slowly varying function of the take-off
angle 0”.
If we urilize equations (5) and (6) for two primary rays as
displayed in Figure (I) and labelled as upgoing (subscript
“u”) and downgoing (subscript “6’). the ratio of their maximum vertical displacements
(displacements
amplitudes) K
becomes
Y
Y-I
x=

(-c"s0<;,,)

L<,jzJ

('

L

C"S0(.<,)

'XCP II
,=I

Rio

K -'
" 5

I~ERSION

'

=

(7)

where
+ case
i=
(

C”SOGd

c;,, Lu

- c”s0(;,, L,,

=
/

case

Mentoo

Our inversion process, applied to the ratio of the vertical
displacements of the related upgoing and downgoing waves
registered at the same geophone within a borehole. is based
on the Singular Value Decomposition
method. Since there
are several excellent tutorial texts on the subject (Aki and
Richards. 19X0: Lines and Trcitel, 19X4; Lines and Levin,
1988) together with the availability
of relevant software in
this area (Lawson and Hanson. 1974). we will restrict ourselves to the presentation of a brief overview of the basic
concepts and formulae of this method and refer the reader
seeking a more detailed discussion to the abovc literature.
We achicvc linearization
of our general inverse problem
by expanding
the vertical
displacement
ratio x. which
according to equation (7) is a gcnernlly
inhomogeneous
function of ?u model parameters @J,, ,T~.
, /I,,,) in a Taylor
seria expansion. and retaining only its first two terms:

' ja lR tii
-i.

R ,id

the ratio of the impedances on both sides of the interface at a
given point of incidence OP This sign must be preserved in
the input data in order to obtain correct results BI is done to
obtain the values in Figure 6.
On the other hand, the product of the ratios of the geometrical spreadings and the cosines of the angles of incidence
never change sign in the type of medium considered in this
paper, making it possible to consider only their absolute
value denoted by 7 in equation (Xl.

x=x0+,‘~,ja~ii,,,~,,:r~~.~r:)
c(9

*;.

lo the above formulae, x0 is the computed riltio related to the
initial set of model parameters pf: (j = I, 2.
m), whereas
x is the known observed rcsponsr due to the still unknown
perameters p,.
If. for a given model represented by the same set of nr
parameters pi (j = I, 2,
, m, there are II observed villues of
xi (i = I, 2,
n), ntnz, the ret of unknown model parameters may be formally obtained by solving a system of II linear
algebraic equations for the m unknown model pemmeters.
This may bc conveniently written in matrix notation as

(8)
The notation, which has been used in the above equations,
may be found in Figure I where both raypaths are schematically displayed.
It is seen in that figure that the raypath for the downgoing
primary P-wave reaches the geophone, G, located in the Kth
layer after passing through (K-l) points of the incidence 0,,,
(;= I, 2,.
, K-l). In contrast, the upgoing raypath passes
through K points of incidence 0 i,,, (j = I 2.
K). The relevant reflection or transmission coefficient at the.jth point of
incidence for the downgoing and upgoing rays are denoted as
R,,, = RCO,,) and R,,, = R(O,,,), respectively.
It should be noted that the ratio of the cosines of the
angles of incidence of both waves are required in equation
(7) to convert the longitudinal components of particle motion
of both waves into the vertical components. which are registered at the geophone. G.
The retlcction and transmission coefficients Ri together
with the partial derivatives ?lR/c?Jp,dR/ap and a/c/&c. which
are also required in the inversion process, are real quantities
in the precritical range of offsets considered in this paper. It
is their sign that determines the polarity of the vertical particle motion registered at the geophone. The posltlve or negative value of the reflection coefficients is directly related to

CChi
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h”“X~l

q = Gd.

(10)

Here,
q=

(x,~x:.x~~xl~~..‘.x,,~xl,~)r

is what is known as the discrepancy

(11)
vector. and
I

d=

(PI-f,

!‘l-flz.“‘.

P,,,-I’),,)

is called the model perturbation vector. The superscript
denotes the transpose. The matrix G, given by
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n),(j=l,2
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predetermined values, thereby indicating that the last set of
computed model parameters pi (j = I, 2,
, m) produces n
computed values x’: (i = l,2,
, n) which approach the w
observed values xi within an acceptable accuracy. The final
set of model parameters is then declared to be the result of
the inversion process and computation is terminated.

(13)

m),

aP#

is an n x m Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives.
Since the actual inverse problem is nonlinear, the linearired equation (9) must be solved iteratively.
For a relatively small number of model parameters, m, represented in
our case by the seismic velocities a, p, the mass density p,
and the thickness h in each of the layers. the Singular Value
Decomposition
technique is generally considered to be very
efficient (Lines and Treitel, 1984; Nolet. 1987).
In this technique, the matrix G in equation (IO) is factored
into the product of three matrices as

G = UAVT,

Dtscussto~

so that in each iteration step the components of the model
perturbation
vector [equation (I 2)1 may be recovered by
applying the inverse operator,
(‘5)

to the current value of the discrepancy
(I I), as given in the following relation:

vector q in equation

d = VA-‘UTq.

(‘6)

The three individual matrices in equation (14) have, according to the theory of Singular Value Decomposition
(Lines
and Treitel. 1984). the following meanings:
U

is the matrix whose columns are composed of the eigenvectors u. Each eigenvector corresponds to the nonz.ero
eigenvalue, h’, which is the solution of the eigenvalue
problem,
GGTU = FL+:

V is the matrix
eigenvectors

(17)
with column vectws
v of the problem.

corresponding

to the

GTGV = J.%; and
A

OF NUMERICAI. RESULTS

Results of several numerical experiments
will be presented in this section. We emphasire that these numerical
experiments
were designed to test the feasibility
of our
approach in extracting
shear wave velocities
and volume
mass densities of a layered medium from the vertical components of particle motion of unconverted P-waves recorded in
a borehole employing the vertical seismic profiling (VSP)
method. Hence. the inversion was tested with noise-free synthetic data obtained with the help of our computer programs
for the numerical simulation of the seismic response of horizontally layered geological structures.
These programs, which are based on the ray approach and
therchy are suitable for the computation
of displacement
ratios needed in our inversion process, have heen thoroughly
tested by comparing their results with those produced by the
so-called full-wave methods (Hron et al., 1974). The programs are briefly described in another paper, Hron et al.,
1986. where they were employed in the computation of seismic
records for various types of horizontally
layered structures
frequently encountered in oil exploration.
Our numerical experiments showed that the correct shear
wave velocity and volume mass density in each layer could
be obtained with very few iterations, which never exceeded
sewn regardless of the initial values, provided that they were
within geologically
acceptable limits. This efficiency
and
high degree of accurecy was achieved by what has been
termed the “layer stripping
method”. The merits of this
method have been discussed in an earlier paper (Shah&
et
al., 1987). There it was demonstrated that one could minirnkLe the propagation of numerictd noise while still maintaining a high degree of resolution
if the number of model
parameters used in the inversion process during an individual
computer run was small. In our experience, it has been found
that it is preferable to keep the number of model parameters
less than five.
Thus during each computer run we utilized the vertical
displacement ratio x [equation (7)l of the upgoing and downgoing unconverted P-waves to recover the shear wave vclociv. P,K+I,. and the volume mass density, pIK+,,. Medium
(K+I) underlies medium K in which the geophone is located
(Figure I ).
In this manner. we restricted the number of model parameters being simultaneously
inverted to two. This number is
equal to the quantity m in equation (I 21, where all other
model parameters needed in equation (7) were assumed to be
known or had been determined in a previous stage OS the
inversion process. For example, in the four-layer
model

(14)

G-1 = vA-‘uT,

AND DENSIrIF.s

(IX)

is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the positive
square roots of the eigenvalues h2 of GIG in equation
(IX). i.e..
A;;= + Ih,l.

Several
computer
programs
for Singular
Value
Decomposition
are available, together with a discussion of
the pertinent mathematical
background
(Forsythe et al.,
1977; Langley, 1984). They may be readily used in any iterative process such as that implied by equation (16).
The iterative process is terminated when the components
of the model perturbation
vector are smaller than some
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described in Table I, the thicknesses hj, densities pj, and
shear wave velocities a, in all three overlying layers (i = 1.2,
3). together with the P-wave velocities ccj Cj = I, 2, 3, 4) in
each of the four upper layers had to be known before we
could determine the shear wave velocity and volume mass density in the fourth layer. After five iterations these values were
found to be p4 = 2.89 km/s and p4 = 2.15 g/cmi, regardless of
the initial values of so, and po4, as Tables IV and V testify.
The input data for this particular
run consisted of six
numerical values of the vertical displacement ratios x, (n =
1, 2,
, 6) obtained for geophone G, buried at the depth of
0.9 km in the third layer, at six different offsets ranging from
0.3 km to 1.3 km at increments of 0.2 km (see Figure 3). The
numexical values of the set of six ~,may be inferred from the
curve G, in Figure 6. This curve is based on the corresponding curves G, in Figures 4 and 5, where the dependence of
the vertical displacement
on the offset for upgoing and
downgoing waves is show”.
Prior to that, the traveltimes were used to establish the Pwave velocities aj and thicknesses hi Cj = I, 2, 3, 4) following the method described in Shahriar et al. (1987). The trameltime curves for the reflected (upgoing) primary waves,
which were used for this purpose, are show” in Figure 7 with
Table II giving the details of the inversion. As these preliminary procedures .WC well-documented
in the above paper, no
further discussion of this rather straightforward
process will
be provided here.
It should be pointed out that the P-wave velocity a, in the
half-space in our four-layered
model (Table I) had to be
recovered from the ratios of the vertical displacements
x,
obtained from the fourth geophone location, G,, in the founh
layer at the depth of 1.20 km as shown in Figure 3. The six
ratios pertaining to the six offsets displayed in Figure 3 were
computed from curves G, in Figures 4 and 5. They were utilized as the input data for a single run in which the other two
model parameters, the shear wave velocity & and density ps
of the half-space were also determined simultaneously
in
seven iterations, as indicated in Table III.
This modification
of “or program for the simultaneous
determination of all three model parameters in the half-space
(a,, ps and ps) was done mainly to demonstrate its versatility, where a different number of model parameters may be
obtained from the same input data.
Additionally,
this diversion also confirms that the efficiency of the method of computation, indicated by the number of iterations, decreases with the number of model parameters that are being simultaneously
inverted. This is seen
graphically by comparing Table III with Tables IV and V. It
also explains the reason we have chose” to determine the
compressional
velocities
aj and the layer thicknesses hi
(j = 1,
, 4) from the reflected traveltimes. This had the
effect of reducing the number of parameters which had to be
obtained from the displacement ratios to two per run; the
shear wave velocities pj and the volume mass densities pj Cj
=1,...,4).
I” tables IV, V, VI and VII, where the results of “UT standard (unknown shear wave velocities and volume mass den-

CSEG
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Table I. Parameters for a four-layered model over a half-space with
a) pj pi and h’ denoting the longitu$nal wave velocity, the shear
wave velocity. t1,e volume mass density and the thickness of the /th
layer, respectively. This model was used for the computation of the
synthetic data employed in the inversion technique.

Offset (km)
1.3

1.1

0.9

0.7

0.5

0.3

0

0.5
z
5 0.7
.!z
S
c5 1.0

1.4

Fig. 3. Geometry of the raypaths, whose traveltimes
were used in the inversion, for a four-layered model
The 6 offsets ranged from 0.3 km to 1.3 km at 0.2
The depths of the four geophone locations were 0.3
km and 1.2 km, respectively.

and amplitudes
given in Table I
km increments.
km. 0.6 km, 0.9

sit&) inversion of VSP data is displayed, the values of the
model parameters for the surface layer are not listed. The
reason for this is that appropriate values may be determined
directly from surface measurements, assuming homogeneity
in that layer.
After having presented an overview of our inversion strategy of VSP data, a detailed examination of the efficiency and
accuracy of the results displayed
in Tables IV to VII is
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1.2
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1.4

.
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offset (km)
Offset (km)

Fig. 5. Relative vertical displacement ot the downgoing (transmitted)
rays computed t”r the model in Table I according t” equations (5) and
(6). The four different geophone locations are given in Figure 3.

Fig. 4. RelatiYe vertical displacements of the upgoing (reflected) rays
computed for the model in Table I according t” equations (5) and (6).
The four different geophone locations, which were used in labelling
the cuwes, are given in Figure 3. Note that the negative values for
the Gz curve are due t” the negative values of the reflection ““et+cient obtained for the bottom of the second layer.

p,) and Table VII (for a 10.17 percent relative error in p,).
One can easily infer from Table VI that the initial error in p,
hampers the recovery of the correct values for the shear wave
velocities, while the accuracy in the determination of the volume mass densities remains almost unchanged. On the other
hand, the contents of Table VII demonstrates that an incorrect value of p, by 10.17 percent permanently distorts the
volume mass densities in subsequent stages of the inversion
process.
Fortunately. as indicated by the results in Table VII, the
inverted velocities,
which in most cases are the primary
objective of any inversion process, are virtually immune to
errors in density determination
and, as a consequence, we
need not be unduly concerned by them.

straightforward
and does not require many additional comments. It should be mentioned that in our case of noise-free
data, the correct shear wave velocity and volume mass density were always obtained to within four digits of accuracy in
no more than five iterations, regardless of the initial estimates, as illustrated in Tables IV and V.
A separate numerical experiment,
in which we investigeted the influence on the inversion results by some incorrectly specified initial values of the sheer wave velocity and
the volume mass density in the surface layer, was also conducted. Specifically,
we knowingly contaminated the correct
values p, and p, of Table I, which represent the actual values
of the shear wave velocity and the volume mass density in
the surface layer. The contamination consisted of specifying
one of the two quantities mentioned above with a relative
error of approximately
10 percent, when compared to their
corrwt values. The inversion process was then invoked with
both the actual and contaminated data initial values as input,
and the effect on how this influenced the recovery of the
other model parameters in the lower layers was examined. In
practice. such a situation is not uncommon if the surface
layer is not truly homogenous or if errors in the meesurements of the shear wave velocity, b,, or the volume mass
density, p,, occur.
Results of computer runs related to this experimentation
are displayed in Table VI (for a 9.96 percent relative error in

CSFI:,““mlll

In this paper we have provided a detailed discussion of
both the theoretical and numerical aspects of “UT newly proposed method designed for the simultaneous extraction of
shear wave velocities and mass densities from the amplitude
ratios of the vertical components of compressional (P) waves
recorded by the VSP technique.
This type of input is required for the detemC”ation of the
shear have velocity
and volume mass density from the
unconverted P-wave data, since it is the amplitude of compressional waves which is explicitly
influenced by these
parameters.
Inversion of the amplitude ratios of the vertical components was carried out during an iterative process based on the
Singular Value Decomposition
method. The ray amplitude
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Fig. 7. The fraveltime curves for the reflected (upgoing) rays computed tar the model in Table I and the four different geophone locations shown in Figure 3. Six values of each curve. GI were used as
input for the simultaneous
deferminafion
of the long!tudinal wave
velocity, ~j and the layer thickness, hi, (i= 1. 2, 3. 4). The results of
our layer stripping inversion approach are tabulated in Table Il.
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Fig. 5. Ratios of vertical displacements of the upgoing and downgoing rays for the four different geophone locations given in Figure 3.
The ratios. computed from the curves in Figures 4 and 5. were used
as input for our iterative inversion procedure. We used a layer sfripping approach, in which the shear wave velocity, p/+, and the VOIume mass density, p’+j, were determined during a smgle run utilizing
6 values on each o c the Gj c,uwes 0 = 1, 2. 3. 4) as the input. The
results of the inversion are given I” Tables 111through VII. They are
also discussed in detail in the text.

formed

in the forward

using

Asymptotic

numerL~11
Ray

Theory.

modelling
The

rapid

conver-

gence was achieved
by employing
a layer stripping
approach, in which inversion proceeds from the top to the
bottom of the model. Hence. only two parameters of the
model, namely. the shear wave velocity and the volume mass
density within a given layer, wcrc to be determined in a siw
glr computer run.
As the rescurch described in this paper has been part of a
wider study exploring fundamental theoretical and numerical
aspects of the proposed method which would determine the
feasibility

of its application

fo real

data.

we have

Table II. Results of our layer stripping inversion process during which the longitudinal wave velocity,, OLDand the thickness,
hj were obtayed for the jth layer 0 = 1, 2. 3, 4). utilizing, 6 values from the curve Gi in Figure 7 as input. These values represent traveltlmes of the upgoing (reflected) waves amwng at the geophone Gj located in the ,th layer (see Flgure 3).
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noise-free synthetic data to represent the seismic response of
a horizontally
layered medium composed of homogeneous
layers, whose thicknesses were larger than the predominant
wavelength.
We showed that regardless of the starting values of the
linear&d
inversion process (subject only to general geological and geophysical constraints) the correct values of seismic
shear wave velocities and volume mass densities were recovered in less than seven herations for noise-free data. WC have

initial

inverted

exact

AND “ENSITES

noticed that our technique provides a healing process when
recovering the seismic velocities after a deliberate introduction of error in the sheer wave velocity, p,. in the surface
layer. No such healing in the determination
of the volume
mass densities has been observed when the volume mass
density, p,, was contaminated.
In principle, our method can be applied to any one-dimensional model composed of thick layers with an arbitrary
velocity structure, as our basic formulae (1) and (21 are valid
for any horizontally
layered medium with no thinly layered
tlansltm” 7O”CS.
The greatest advantage of our method, namely its independence of the actual shape of the source wavelet and its

Numberof
Iterations

associated
radiation
patem,
together with its insensitivity
to
local ~~~.ucturaI unconformities
and nonuniform
coupling

between the individual gcophones and the ground, is now
being tested on the interpretation
of real data carried out by
the first-named author at the Southwest Petrolcum Institute,
Nanchong, Sichuw People’s Republic of China.

Table 111.Results of the simultaneous determination

of the IongitudiL
nal wave velocity, mj, the shear wave velocity. fis, and the volume
mass density. pg, for the half-space. They were obtained in 7 iteretions in a single computer run using 6 different vertical displacement
ratios of the dawngoing and upgoing waves registered at geophone
Gq located at a depth of 1.2 km in the fourth layer. as shown in
Figure 3.

Layer

!.Ykm/s)

Number
of
iterations

p(wW

initial

inverted

exact

initial

inverted

exact

2

2.4000

2.5400

2.5400

2.0000

1.9200

1.9200

4

3

2.4000

2.4300

2.4300

2.0000

1.8400

1.8400

5

4

2.4000

2.8900

2.8900

2.0000

2.1500

2.1500

5

5

1 2.4000

1 3.1800

1 3.1800

1 2.0000

1 2.3400

1 2.3400

1

4

Table IV. The first set of results of our layer stripping inversion process in which the shear wave velocities. pP end the “01~
“me mass densities. pi’ u = 2. 3, 4. 5) were determined simultaneously tram 6 vertical displacement ratios in a single
computer run. The 6 input values of the venical displacement ratios were taken from curve G, , in Figure 6. N~fe that the
surface layer values of p, = 2.31 km/s and p, = 1.77 g/cm3. which are needed for the inversion. were supposedly correctly
obtained from independent surface measurements.

Table V. The second set of results of the same layer stripping inwxsion
Table IV but with different initial values.
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process obtained for the same input data as in

Table VI. Results of our layer stripping process for the same input data and initial data as in Table IV. but
with a different surface layer value of the shear wave velocity Dj = 2.54 km/s. Note that the 9.96 % relative
error in p1 has influenced the accuracy of the inversion process.

Table VII. Results of our layer stripping process for the same input data and initial data as in Table IV, but
with a different surface layer value of the volume mass density pi = 1.95 g/cm3. Note that the 10.17% relative error in p1 has significantly influenced the accuracy of the mass density determination but has left the
accuracy in determining the shear wave velocity unchanged.
~
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